5-A-Day Language Review: Week 23

Monday

1. First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor. □ simile □ metaphor
   Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.
   At the sound of the bell, the children ran like ripples through water.

2. Find the origin and meaning of the idiom, Then use it in a sentence. "skeleton in the closet"
   Origin: ____________________________________________
   Meaning: ___________________________________________
   Sentence: __________________________________________

3. noncompliant
   prefix: _______  base or root: ______________________  suffix: _______

4. Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.
   harvest  blizzard  beautiful

5. Choose the synonym for: shrewd
   cunning  silly  mean  selfish

Tuesday

1. Select the correct verb tense. Then identify if the correct verb tense is past perfect, present perfect, or future perfect.
   Before pouring the batter, I _______________________ it for ten minutes.
   had mixed  have mixed  will have mixed

2. Circle the incorrect verb or verb phrase. Rewrite the sentence using the correct verb tense.
   Once we finish the science project, we all went to dinner.

3. Choose a matching analogy. knife : sharp
   a) crime : illegal  b) child : rude  c) wife : powerful  d) war : peaceful

4. Use the correct capitalization, underlining/italics, or quotation marks for the following title.
   san diego union tribune (newspaper)

5. Add the correct affix/affixes to complete the sentence.
   It is ____________________ to talk back to a parent or teacher. (respect)
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**Wednesday**

1. Circle the **definition** that matches the word used in the sentence below.
   
   *gesture*
   
   1. n. A movement of the arm or hand
   2. n. Something done to show one's feelings
   3. v. To make a movement of the arm or hand

   The coach gestured for the players on the field to meet him over on the sideline.

2. Add **commas** where needed to the text below.

   Melissa met her husband on December 3, 1998 in San Diego, CA.

3. Circle the **conjunction** in the sentence and identify if it is "coordinating" or "subordinating."

   He would prefer to stay at home rather than go to the amusement park.

4. Using your **pronunciation key**, circle the word that rhymes with the bolded word.

   wound  (wound)  front  crowd  ballooned  round

5. What does the following **adage or proverb** mean?

   "Mighty oaks from little acorns grow."

**Thursday**

1. Combine the two sentences with the appropriate **correlative conjunctions**.

   Running is not allowed in the classroom.  Shouting is not allowed in the classroom.

2. Circle the **preposition(s)** and cross out the **prepositional phrase(s)**. Underline the **subject** once and the **verb phrase** twice.

   From my seat in the back of the theatre, I could see the actors perfectly.

3. List five words that contain the **Greek or Latin root/affix**.

   sub - below, under

4. The **defendant** looked very young. Judge Tran found it difficult to imagine him robbing a store. However, the man who was charging him with the crime claimed to have video evidence that it was indeed him.

   **defendant** means:

5. Choose the **antonym** for: honest  just  deceptive  frank  candid
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**Monday**

1. First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor. 
   □ simile  □ metaphor
   Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.
   
   The blades of grass were tiny daggers pointed firmly at her bare feet.

2. Find the origin and meaning of the idiom. Then use it in a sentence. “back to the drawing board”
   Origin: __________________________________________
   Meaning: _________________________________________
   Sentence: _________________________________________

3. prearranged → prefix: _____  base or root: _______  suffix: _____

4. Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.
   detour  voyage  violence

5. Choose the synonym for: authentic  fake  pretend  real  gold

**Tuesday**

1. Select the correct verb tense. Then identify if the correct verb tense is past perfect, present perfect, or future perfect.
   Manny and Bea ____________ the tide pool before going swimming.
   had explored  have explored  will have explored

2. Circle the incorrect verb or verb phrase. Rewrite the sentence using the correct verb tense.
   Matin will have hid the present so he doesn’t spoil the surprise.

3. Choose a matching analogy. socks : feet
   a) shoes : hat  b) shorts : skirts  c) gloves : hands  d) glasses : scarf

4. Use the correct capitalization, underlining/italics, or quotation marks for the following title.
   my summer vacation (student essay)

5. Add the correct affix/affixes to complete the sentence.
   Our country ______________ many goods from China and India. (port)
1. Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.
   impact
   1. v. The striking of one object by another
   2. n. A forceful impression

   Abraham Lincoln's presidency had a great impact on the United States government.

2. Add commas where needed to the text below.

   I am as you have probably noticed very nervous about skydiving.

3. Circle the conjunction in the sentence and identify if it is "coordinating" or "subordinating."

   I want to go the park, but it looks like it is going to rain.

4. Using your pronunciation key, circle the word that rhymes with the bolded word.

   wind (wind)  blind  skinned  waste  crime

5. What does the following adage or proverb mean?

   "Money makes the world go around."

6. Combine the two sentences with the appropriate correlative conjunctions.

   both...and  • either...or  • neither...nor  • not only...but (also)  • whether...or

   I wonder if she would like a purple hat.  I wonder if she would like a blue scarf.

7. Circle the preposition(s) and cross out the prepositional phrase(s). Underline the subject once and the verb phrase twice.

   A totaled car was placed on a tow truck and hauled to a wrecking yard.

8. List five words that contain the Greek or Latin root/affix. tele - far, end

9. The judge gave the parents custody of their son, but he sternly warned them to do a better job watching over him. If the young boy were to get in trouble again, he would most likely receive jail time.

   custody means:

10. Choose the antonym for: dusk  sunset  dawn  twilight  midnight
1. First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: □ simile □ metaphor
   Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.
   
   The stars looked like diamonds in the sky.

2. Find the origin and meaning of the idiom. Then use it in a sentence. “take a rain check”
   Origin: __________________________
   __________________________
   Meaning: __________________________
   __________________________
   Sentence: __________________________

3. pretreating
   prefix: ________ base or root: ____________ suffix: ________

4. Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.
   suggest syllables uproar

5. Choose the synonym for: spectacular plain ordinary sensational controversial

---

1. Select the correct verb tense. Then identify if the correct verb tense is past perfect, 
present perfect, or future perfect.

   I __________________________ to that charity every year since 2010.
   had donated have donated will have donated

2. Circle the incorrect verb or verb phrase. Rewrite the sentence using the correct verb tense.

   As of tomorrow, I have made more than ten dozen cupcakes.

---

3. Choose a matching analogy.
   zebra : animal
   a) green : color   b) shape : triangle   c) country : Vietnam   d) food : dessert

4. Use the correct capitalization, underlining/italics, or quotation marks for the following title.

   the technology hour (pod cast)

---

5. Add the correct affix/affixes to complete the sentence.

   It’s important to read smoothly and _________________. (fluent)
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**Wednesday**

1. Circle the **definition** that matches the word used in the sentence below.
   
   **af•ford**
   1. v. To be able to pay for
   2. v. To be able to do
   3. v. To give; to provide

   Music class affords our students a creative outlet in school.

2. Add **commas** where needed to the text below.

   If you are unsure about taking on this responsibility please let me know now.

3. Circle the **conjunction** in the sentence and identify if it is “coordinating” or “subordinating.”

   He begged for my forgiveness, yet he didn’t really seem sorry for what he had done.  **C*S**

4. Using your **pronunciation key**, circle the word that rhymes with the bolded word.

   **bow** (bou)  **grow**  **shout**  **plow**  **show**

5. What does the following **adage** or **proverb** mean?

   “Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth.”

**Thursday**

1. Combine the two sentences with the appropriate **correlative conjunctions**.

   **both... and • either... or • neither... nor • not only... but (also) • whether... or**

   Antonia applied for a job.  Mandy applied for a job.

2. Circle the **preposition(s)** and cross out the **prepositional phrase(s)**. Underline the **subject** once and the **verb phrase** twice.

   A visitor and her service dog walked into the gallery after it opened.

3. List five words that contain the **Greek** or **Latin root/affix**.  **terr** – earth

   __________  __________  __________  __________  __________

4. If the **plague** ever spreads to the crowded city of Calcutta, the illness could wipe out a large part of the population. In addition, widespread panic and fear would take its toll on the people. It would be the most deadly and dangerous epidemic in recent history.

   **plague** means:

   __________

5. Choose the **antonym** for: **precious**  **worthless**  **clear**  **useful**  **expensive**
1. First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: □ simile □ metaphor
   Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.
   Words can be weapons that wound others.

2. Find the origin and meaning of the idiom. Then use it in a sentence.  "riding shotgun"
   Origin:________________________

   Meaning:_______________________

   Sentence:_______________________

3. unemployed  ➔ prefix: ______ base or root: __________ suffix: ______

4. Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.
   February suspect poverty

5. Choose the synonym for: grid damp dry wet drought

---

1. Select the correct verb tense. Then identify if the correct verb tense is past perfect, present perfect, or future perfect.
   Next June, my parents __________ 20 years of marriage.
   had celebrated have celebrated will have celebrated

2. Circle the incorrect verb or verb phrase. Rewrite the sentence using the correct verb tense.
   Since Yuto had washed the dog, you will brush her.

3. Choose a matching analogy.  hidden : obvious
   a) gold : jewelry  b) gown : dress  c) idea : belief  d) conservative : liberal

4. Use the correct capitalization, underlining/italics, or quotation marks for the following title.
   pac-man (video game)

5. Add the correct affix/affixes to complete the sentence.
   Even as a young child, the daring mountain climber was very _____________. (adventure)
Circle the **definition** that matches the word used in the sentence below.

**hum•ble**
1. adj. Plain and simple
2. adj. Not proud; modest
3. v. To bring down in defeat

After our winning streak, our loss to the last-place team was quite humbling.

2. Add **commas** where needed to the text below.

Micah who walks with a cane was in an auto accident.

3. Circle the **conjunction** in the sentence and identify if it is "**coordinating**" or "**subordinating.**"

History will be kind to me, for I intend to write it. —Winston Churchill

4. Using your **pronunciation key**, circle the word that rhymes with the bolded word.

**close** ('clōs) hose dose host boast

5. What does the following **adage** or **proverb** mean?

“No man is an island.”

---

1. Combine the two sentences with the appropriate **correlative conjunctions**.

   both...and • either...or • neither...nor • not only...but (also) • whether...or

   We can go to the movies now. We can go to the park now.

---

2. Circle the **preposition(s)** and cross out the **prepositional phrase(s)**. Underline the **subject** once and the **verb phrase** twice.

   The vet asked questions concerning the cat’s health.

3. List five words that contain the **Greek** or **Latin root/affix**.

   tri - three

---

4. He was only invited into the **foyer** of the grand mansion. He waited there while the maid went back to fetch Ms. Grainer. With great curiosity, he tried to peek down the hall to get a glimpse of the rest of the house. Ms. Grainer eventually appeared, and he nervously introduced himself.

   **foyer** means:

---

5. Choose the **antonym** for: **tease** comfort taunt nag snoop
Monday

1. First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: ☐ simile ☐ metaphor
   Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.
   He is such a pig when he eats.

2. Find the origin and meaning of the idiom. Then use it in a sentence. “selling like hotcakes”
   Origin: ____________________________
   Meaning: ____________________________
   Sentence: ____________________________

3. unprotected — prefix: ______ base or root: ______ suffix: ______

4. Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.
   doctor triceps walrus

5. Choose the synonym for: remote secluded obvious close pretty

Tuesday

1. Select the correct verb tense. Then identify if the correct verb tense is past perfect, present perfect, or future perfect.
   The child _____________ how to build a model airplane.
   had learned has learned will have learned

2. Circle the incorrect verb or verb phrase. Rewrite the sentence using the correct verb tense.
   Saleem had finished his speech when the audience applauds.

3. Choose a matching analogy. evil : morals
   a) stupid : manners b) famous : friends c) deaf : hearing d) beautiful : opinions

4. Use the correct capitalization, underlining/italics, or quotation marks for the following title.
   thank you mamam (short story)

5. Add the correct affix/affixes to complete the sentence.
   Rita _____________ set the glass vase down on the table. (gentle)
1. Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.
   **plead**
   1. v. To ask for something that is felt to be very important; to beg
   2. v. To respond to a charge by a court of law

   The prisoner said she wished to plead “not guilty.”

2. Add commas where needed to the text below.
   No I am not interested in buying a new car.

3. Circle the conjunction in the sentence and identify if it is “coordinating” or “subordinating.”
   Although he practiced the violin every day, his music teacher was not impressed.

4. Using your pronunciation key, circle the word that rhymes with the bolded word.
   tear (ˈtɛər) sneer blare stair teem

5. What does the following adage or proverb mean?
   “Out of sight, out of mind.”

   ____________________________

   ____________________________

   ____________________________

   ____________________________

   ____________________________

1. Combine the two sentences with the appropriate correlative conjunctions.
   both... and • either... or • neither... nor • not only... but (also) • whether... or
   She does not eat healthily. She does not exercise.

   ____________________________

2. Circle the preposition(s) and cross out the prepositional phrase(s). Underline the subject once and the verb phrase twice.
   A package for my mother and father arrived on the doorstep.

   ____________________________

3. List five words that contain the Greek or Latin root/affix.
   urb - city
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

4. The school’s colors are crimson and gold. I tease my sister by saying that the color was chosen to match her flaming red hair. In reality her hair is more of an orange and does not have the deep red hues of crimson.
   crimson means:

   ____________________________

5. Choose the antonym for: eager share excited apathetic quantity